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ABSTRACT. We consider bilinear forms A(-, ) connected with second-order 
elliptic problems and assume that for Uh in a finite element space Sh, we have 
A(u - Uh, X) = F(y) for y in Sh with local compact support. We give local 
estimates for u - Uh in Loo and W, of the type "local best approximation 
plus weak outside influences plus the local size of F 

1. INTRODUCTION 

This is the second in a series of papers on local estimates for finite element 
methods. Our main aim here is to extend the maximum-norm interior estimates 
given in the first part, Schatz and Wahlbin [10], and to give some new interior 
estimates in W1 . As a by-product of our proofs we also obtain an extension 
of the global W1 stability results of Rannacher and Scott [9] from two to an 
arbitrary number of space dimensions. In order to describe the results, we shall 
first need some notation. Some familiarity with the first part of this paper would 
be helpful to the reader. 

Let then _ be a bounded domain in RN N> 1 and let Sh - Sh(I) C 
Wl (s), 0 < h < 1/2, be a one-parameter family of finite element spaces 

a 

(the " h-method"). We shall use standard terminology for Wqm , Wm and their 
associated norms and seminorms. For a domain Q C _ we let Sh(Q) denote 

a 

the restrictions of functions in Sh to Q, and we let Sh(Q) denote the set 
of those functions in Sh(g) with compact support in the interior of Q. We 
consider a basic domain Qo and also Qd with Qo CC Qd C 2r, where d = 
dist(OQo, Od) . We shall assume that the meshes are locally quasi-uniform of 
size h; we shall then require 

(1.1) d > coh for c0 > 0 large enough. 

Let now u be a function on Qd and Uh C Sh(Qd) be such that 

(1.2) A(u-uh, x) = F(x) for X C Sh(Qd) 
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Here, 
IN v W N Dv 

(1.3) A(v, w) = (E aij (x) ,W +J a1(x)0 w + a(x)vw) dx, 

where the coefficients aij, ai and a are sufficiently smooth in Qd and the aij 
satisfy the uniform ellipticity condition 

N 

(1.4) Z -(x)4iXj > C"flX2 for E Cn, 

with cell > 0 independent of x in Qd. No coercivity condition, local or 
global, will be assumed for our main results. Further, F(qP) is a bounded linear 

a 

functional on W 1 (Qd)- 
In the first part of this paper, [10], we gave local maximum-norm estimates 

for the error e = u - Uh satisfying (1.2) in the case of F 0_ . Here we shall 
extend those results to the case of nontrivial F, and also give estimates for the 
gradient of the error. 

Nonvanishing functionals F as in (1.2) arise in a variety of situations. Typ- 
ically, they represent a perturbation term for quantities which do not quite sat- 
isfy the original Ritz-Galerkin equations: For example, in Nitsche and Schatz 
[8] and in Cayco, Schatz and Wahlbin [2], they occur naturally in proving su- 
perconvergence estimates for difference quotients. Again, in [2], they will be 
necessary in analyzing the behavior of finite element methods on meshes which 
are locally isoparametric approximations of smooth mappings of translation 
invariant grids. In Schatz, Sloan and Wahlbin [12] they arise in investigating 
superconvergence on meshes which are locally symmetric with respect to a point. 

In this paper (?5) we shall give an application to local maximum-norm esti- 
mates for gradients when numerical integration is taken into account. 

We proceed to state our two main results. The technical assumptions A.0- 
A.5 referred to below are given in detail in an appendix. We first give a local 
maximum-norm error estimate. As in [10], r = 0 or 1 according to whether 
the optimal order r of approximation in Lp is greater than or equal to two, 
respectively. 

Theorem 1.1. Given 1 < q < oc and s a nonnegative integer, there exists a 
constant C depending only on q, s, N, the constant co in (1.1), the ellipticity 
constant cell in (1.4) on Qd, the maximum norm of the coefficients of A and 
a sufficient number of their derivatives in Qd, and also the constants involved in 
A.0-A.5 over Qd, such that if e = u - uh satisfies (1.2), then 

llelL~(io) < C(ln d/h)rmin lu - XIIL4(d) 

(1.5) ? s ?q Ch(lnd/h) o 
? 

C(Ind/h)IIIF I1-2,00s, d 

Here, 

(1.6) JJjF1j_, (:'Gid = sup F(q), 

q'EW:(Q) 
kPIq l(il =I 
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and 

(1.7) IIFIIlI2,0,Ud= sup F(fo). 
0 

EW 2(0d) 

1v1W12 (Qd ) 

Our second main result is a corresponding estimate for gradients. 

Theorem 1.2. Under the conditions of Theorem 1.1, 

lelwi (Qo,) + d-'j|eLoo(Q0) 

(1.8) < Cmin (Iu - X lW.c(id) + d1 |Iu- X IILoo(Qd)) 

+ Cd s/| Ilell |W|-S(Q2 ) + Cln(d/h)IIlFIII1 l d 

Remark 1.1. In some applications, F(y) (for 'p E WI (0d) ) is "naturally" given 
from F(X) (for x C Sh(Qd) ), see, e.g., [2], [12]. In other applications, e.g., 
our present one to numerical quadrature in ?5, useful estimation of F involves 
steps which require that x E Sh. In (1.2) the functional is seen only by how 

it acts on Sh((Qd). Since Sh(0d) C W (Qd), we may then assume by the 
Hahn-Banach extension theorem that we actually have 

111FIIl,l-o, d= sup F(x) 

XESh(42d) 

1XW (Qd ) 1 

in Theorem 1. 1. Cl 

We shall next discuss the relationship of these results with earlier work. In 
the analogous cases of local error estimates in L2 and W21 , respectively, they 
were given in [8]. As already remarked, the case of Theorem 1.1 for F _ 0 is 
contained in [10]. To the best of our knowledge, a complete proof of Theorem 
1.2, even in the case F _ 0, has not been published. (In Chen [3] the author 
assumes that the global two-dimensional results of [9] generalize to arbitrary 
space dimension N. He also makes an intuitively reasonable claim concerning 
suitable mesh perturbations [3, p.3, following Eq.(3. 1)] which, however, appears 
hard to substantiate in a rigorous manner.) Our proofs are based on the tech- 
niques of [10] and the idea of a regularized Green's function from [9]. Without 
using a regularized Green's function, a straightforward application of the tech- 
niques of [10] would introduce an unnecessary factor (ln d/h)r in Theorem 1.2, 
cf. Remark 3.1 below. For the necessity of the factor (ln d/h)r in Theorem 1.1 
we refer the reader to Haverkamp [6]. 

As a by-product of our proof we also obtain an extension of the global Wl - 
stability results of [9] in two space dimensions to arbitrary space dimension. 
This is briefly discussed in ?4. 

An outline of the paper is as follows. In ?2 we collect various preliminary 
results, which will be used in the proofs of Theorems 1.1 and 1.2, given in 
?3. As already mentioned, in ?4 we will show how global results follow from 
our techniques and, in ?5, we give an application to numerical quadrature. We 
conclude with an appendix in which we state our basic assumptions A.0-A.5. 
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2. PRELIMINARIES 

For the convenience of the reader we shall first collect some technical results 
which will be used in our proofs of Theorems 1.1 and 1.2. As we will see at the 
beginning of ?3, we shall only need these technical lemmas in the case that the 
domains are balls of unit size. Let thus Br denote a ball of radius r around a 
point xo. 

Our first result pertains to the following conormal Neumann problem in 
B3 cc -: 

Dv 
(2.1) Lv = f in B3, =0 on 0B3. 

Here, L is the second-order differential operator naturally associated with the 
form A in (1.3), which is in this context assumed to be coercive over W21(B3), 
i.e., 

(2.2) A(v, v) > CCoHIV11(B) with cco > 0. 

From Krasovskii [7], e.g., we have the following: 

Lemma 2.1. Let the form A be coercive over W21 (B3). There exists a constant 
C such that for G(x, y), the Green's function for the problem (2.1), 

IDD,6G(x, y)I < Clx -yi-N+2-ja+flj for a ? fl >0, x, y E BO 

The constant C depends on a, I,B cel,, various norms of the coefficients and 
their derivatives, and on the coercivity constant cCO . 

We shall also need a priori estimates in Lq-based norms for the problem 
(2.1), as well as for the problem 

Dv 
(2.3) Lv = Dif in B3, = 0 on B3, i = I, ...,N. 

Lemma 2.2. Let the form A be coercive over W21(33). There exists a constant 
C independent of q, 1 < q < 2, such that for v satisfying (2.1), 

IIVIIWq2(B q - q 11 flILq(B3)- 

Similarly, for v in (2.3), 

IIV1WqlI(B3) < q_1 fH1Lq(B3)- 

Essentially, these results can be found, e.g., in Schechter [1 3]. In the lemma 
above we require a rather exact dependence on q. For this, one needs to trace 
the constants through a proof (and we have found Gilbarg and Trudinger [5, 
Chapter 9] a convenient place for doing so, with appropriate modifications in 
that they treat a Dirichlet problem rather than a Neumann problem). Let us 
remark that Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2 also hold for the adjoint operator L* and, in 
?3, will be applied to this case without explicit mention. 

Our next lemma has to do with cutting down functions in Sh to have compact 
support. It is an easy, indeed trivial, consequence of our superapproximation 
hypothesis A.3, cf. [10, Prop. 2.2]. 
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Lemma 2.3. Let DI cc D2 cc D3 . There exists a constant C such that given 

X E Sh(D3), there exists q e Sh(D3) with Q x on D2 such that 

lix - 1lIW21(D3\D2) < ClixIlW21(D3\Di) 

and 
II11Lq(D3) < CIIXIILq(D3) for 1 < q < o. 

We now state a well-known error estimate for Galerkin approximations in 
the problem (2.1). 

Lemma 2.4. Let the form A be coercive over W21 (B3). There exists a constant 
C such that if v satisfies (2.1) and Vh E Sh(B3) satisfies 

(2.4) A(v-Vh, X) = O for X E Sh(B3), 

then 
IIV - VhIlIL2(B3) + hlv -VhIIW2I(B3) < Ch2IIfIIL2(B3)- 

The standard proof uses extensions of functions beyond B3 and relies on the 
fact that the mesh on B3 is actually formed by intersecting B3 with a "quasi- 
uniform" mesh having the appropriate approximation properties for extended 
functions. 

Our final technical preliminaries are concerned with local estimates in W2. 

Lemma 2.5. Let the form A be coercive over W2' (B3). Let xo e B3, dj = 2-i 
and 1j = {x e B3: dj < Ix - xo0 < dj I}, for dj > coh, co > 0 large enough 
(cf (1. 1)). Further let 

i j lu j u Qlj-l if n +1 cc B3. 

(2.5) at= Qj+ u uj u Qi-l u {x e B3: dist(x, 9B3) < dj} 
if Qj+I U l U lmeets 0B3. 

There exists a constant C independent of j such that for V - Vh satisfying (2.4), 

IIV -Vh II W21 (nj) < C h^ i 1 'Q 2 Vh d-N2- LI (l ) 

If Q2j cc B3, this result is contained in [8]; it was extended up to boundaries 
in [10, Lemma 4.4]. 

Remark 2.1. The reason for the change in in (2.5) to include a "collar" 
around the boundary if we are close to 0B3 is as follows. The proof in- 
volves use of cutoff functions to and superapproximation, Assumption A.3. 
The proof of superapproximation typically involves inverse properties. If we 
are at the boundary, and if the cutoff function a) is not identically constant 
near the boundary, superapproximation may fail since, for elements T meeting 
the boundary, T n B3 may not satisfy inverse properties. 0 

Our last result in this section is a special case of [8, (5.6)]. Here we do not 
assume that the form A is coercive over W21 (B3) . Instead it is merely assumed 

0 

to be coercive on WI(Q) for Q sufficiently small (cf. [8, R1, p. 940]). Such is 
obviously the case in our present situation. 
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0 

Lemma 2.6. Let Wh e Sh (B3) satisfy A(wh, X) = F(X) for X e Sh (B3), with 

F(.) a linear functional on WI(B3). For any 1 < q < o? and s > 0 there 
exists a constant C independent of Wh and F such that 

IIWh11W2l(Bi) < CIlWh llWq- (B3) + CKF, 

where 
KF= sup F((p). 

0 

(pEW'(B3) 

1v1W21 (B3 ) 1 

We finally remark that we shall also use two other results from Part I, viz., 
[10, Lemma A. 1 and Lemma 5.3]. These will not be stated here but will be 
referred to at the appropriate places in ?3. 

3. PROOFS OF THEOREMS 1.1 AND 1.2 

It turns out to be convenient to first prove Theorem 1.2. 

3.A. Proof of Theorem 1.2. We start with some preliminary reductions. First, 
since the norms Ws and IIIFIII_s,o, d are based on duality with respect to 

0 

Ws, spaces, it suffices to prove our results with Qo replaced by a ball Bd and 
Qd by a concentric ball B3d (say), cf. [8, Lemma 1.11. Secondly, we shall now 
show that it suffices to consider the case d = 1 . Let us thus assume that we have 
proven the following form of the theorem in the case d = 1: If A(e, X) = F(X) 
for X e Sh (B3), then 

(3.1) Ilellwl (Bi) ? CIIuIIwl (B3) + Cllell W-s(B3) + C(ln 1/h)11F 1-1.. ,00,B3- 

We claim that then Theorem 1.2 would follow for general coh < d < 1 . For, if 
we scale the situation from B3d to B3 by introducing a new variable y = x/d, 
we have with e(y) = ii(y) - Uh(Y) = u(yd) - uh(yd) and with 
(3.2) 

Z a1(Y) aw +d aydvw 
A(v, w)_ j E aij(yd) a +d ai(yd)v1 + d2a(yd)vw)dy 

that A(e, X) = dN-2A(j, j). Hence (1.2) becomes 

(3.3) A(e, X) = d2-NF(X) _F(j) for k esh/d(B3) 

The parameter h is now replaced by h/d. In this we appeal to our scaling 
hypotheses A.4. (Note that h/d < l/co is assumed sufficiently small. This 
means that the difference domain B3 \ B, contains sufficiently many (scaled) 
elements to allow operations such as "cutting down to local support", "local 
approximation", ....) Note also that A has the same modulus of ellipticity 
as A and that the norms of coefficients and their derivatives have certainly not 
increased. Thus, from (3.1) we have 

(3.4) IWIIIw' (Bl) < CIIWi I (B3) + ClIIleWq-s(B3) + C(lnd/h)|||F|||_Kl,,oo,B3. 

It is elementary to check that 

(3.5) le|wl (Bd) +d 1Ie IIL.(Bd) =d1IIe1jwi (B1), 
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(3.6) llullwi (B3) = d(ul(w (B3d) + IIUIIL(B3d) 

and 

37) jl I Wq- S(B3) = d-s/lqllellW-`(BM)- 

Finally, 

fffFfffl,1,B3 = sup F(f ), 
tE WO'(B3) 

IIwI,=1 

where 

F(ji) = d2-NF((o) 

< d2-N|IIFI I 1 o,B3d lIWI(B3d) 

d'-N | i F | || _ ,ooB3d d N1 
I 

W,1 (B3)- 

Hence, IIIFIII-1l,,B3 ? dllIFlIttl, ,B3d. Using this and (3.5)-(3.7) in (3.4), 
we obtain 

leiwi (Bd) + d- lIelIL. (Bd) 

(3.8) < C(IulW(B3d) + d' IIUL:o(B3d)) 

+ Cd I-s/eNlq l s(ie3l ) + C(lnd/h)ljFjll-jj oo,B, 

Writing here e = U - Uh = (u -X) - (uh - X) for a general X e Sh, we obtain 
(1.8) of Theorem 1.2. 

In the rest of ?3.A we shall thus give a proof of the inequality (3.1). This will 
be accomplished through a sequence of lemmas. 

In our first lemma we take 5, as in A.5, to be a ?" function supported in 
an element TO C B2 and satisfying 

(3.9) 1kJIILq + h||V|ILq < ChN( q) for 1 < q < oc. 

We assume that the form A is coercive over W' (B3) and let v E W21 (B3) be 
defined by 

Ov 
(3.10) L*v =DiJ, =0 on aB3 (i = I, ...,N). an* 

Further, we let Vh e Sh(B3) be given by 

(3.11) A(x, v-vh) = 0 for Xe Sh(B3). 

Lemma 3.1. With the form A coercive over W21 (B3), with To e B2, and with 
further notation as above, we have 

(3.12) IIV - VhffwIl(B3) < C, 

where C depends on the quantities specified in Theorem 1.1 and also on the 
coercivity constant of A (cf. (2.2)). 
Proof. Let xo e To and set di = 2-i. Introduce 

lj = {x: dj < x -xOj? d,_} nfB3. 
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With C. to be chosen (sufficiently large) and J. = [_ (h)] so that 2-J* 

C*h, we let 

*h =B3\( U n). 
j=-3 

Further, we set Q j = -e U* U* uj+ for e = 1, 2, 3, with the modification 
as in (2.5) to include an annulus at 9B3 if Qj+t meets 0B3. Note that this 
modification occurs only if dj = 0(1), since To E B2. 

With e = v - vh we then have 

(3. 1 3) ~llell w,s3--l lw, n + (Elle ll wi(nj)) (3.13) heI1B) ieIW(P 

i=-3 

Using H61der's inequality, the standard error estimates for the Neumann prob- 
lem of Lemma 2.4, and (3.9), we obtain 

(3.14) (tellhW1(n) < CC$i/2hNI|+ D C 
< CC:12 hN12+1 ||Dij|lL(T N12l 

Further, again using Holder's inequality and then the local error estimates of 
Lemma 2.5, we get 

(3.15) Jll 2 dNil 
< Cd I2 [hr-lvIj d(-l) djN/2-1llellL 1 

With G the Green's function for the problem (3.10) we have 

(3.16) Dav(x) = j D0G(x, y)Di(y)dy =-j (Dj,yDxG(x, y))5(y)dy. 
Th h 

Since x e Qc satisfies {x - yl ? Cdj for y e Th5 the estimates of Lemma 2.1 
give, with lal < r in (3.16), 

lDav(x)l ? Cd- N+2 (r+l)jjjj < Cd-N+2-(r+l) 

where we used (3.9) in the last step. Thus, 

(3.17) ||V llW2r((I) ? CdJ 

Let us pause here to give credit to Rannacher and Scott. 

Remark 3.1. If we had followed a straightforward adaption of [10], our final 
result would have ended up with an unnecessary factor (ln 1 /h)r. The integra- 
tion by parts performed in (3.16) (following [9]) is precisely the reason why this 
logarithmic loss is now avoided. 0 

Continuing now with the proof of Lemma 3.1, from (3.15) we have 
J. J. J. 

Z jlejj W'(fl) Z Ct d)-r) hr-1 
+ C E d-lIll 

(3.18) j=-3 j=-3 j=-3 

< C(C*) + C E dj'll|ellL,(f). 
j=-3 
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Let us introduce 
J.1 

(3.19) I =Ch ljeftLl(Q-) + E d,- |e11L, (Qj) 

j=-3 

From (3.13), (3.14) and (3.18) we thus obtain (since modifications of W at 
the boundary are done only if dj = 0(1)) 

(3.20) jjejjWWi(B3) < C(C*) + CI. 

Now, again using the L2 error estimates for the Neumann problem (Lemma 
2.4) and (3.9), we have 

2Ch IIeNL1( ? 
C* l hN/2II 

1|eIL2(B3) (3.21) < C(C*)N/2 lhN/2+1 Di51jj(| ) 
< C(C *)N12-1. 

In the following estimations we take C* > C0, Co large enough. It is then 
easily seen that the constants appearing below can be taken independent of 
C*. We shall perform a duality argument to estimate jje IIl(Dj). Thus, with 
(e, ?1) = fendx, 

(3.22) IeIIL,(0j) = sup (e, q). 
JEW00(0j) 

IIqIILc,(n1)=I 

Let now L* t = ?I in B3 with homogeneous conormal Neumann boundary 
conditions. Then, for X E SI(B3), 

(e, )= A(e, y) = A(e, /- X) 

(3.23) ? C WIe'IW(B3\ i2)1Iy -IW(B3\32) 

+ CIejIw (Q2)Iyv - XIIW2(Q2)- 

By our approximation assumption A.1, and using also the estimate for the 
Green's function, Lemma 2.1, we have for a suitable X 

11 - X 11 Wl (B3\Q2) < ChIIyIIIW2(B3\n1) 

(3.24) < Ch j dyNtf(y)ldy < Ch1lI1L(tj = Ch. 

Also, 

(3.25) 1k"JI - XIIw2I(Q~) ? ChIkV'/1W22(B3) 

< Ch 111L2(Q < Chd'2. 

Thus, from (3.23)-(3.25), 

(3.26) ((e, q)I < ChIlellW(B3\n2) + Chd7N2IIeIIw,(nj2). 

Here, again using the local W'2 estimates of Lemma 2.5, essentially as in (3.15), 
we get 

(3.27) t|ell W(Q2) < ChttvttW22()3) + CdJN2 t ettL,(Q3)e 
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where, by the Green's function estimates of Lemma 2.1, jv W2(Q3) < Cd7 N/2-1 

(for C. large enough). Hence, by (3.26), (3.27) and (3.22), 

|le ||LI(Qj) < Ch lle 1lWl (B3\j 

(3.28) + Chd7 I/[hdN/2 + dN/2 elL ] 

<Ch djl + ChljejjW1(B3) + Chdj1 lle ILI (3). 

From (3.19), (3.21) and (3.28) we now have 
J. J. 

I < C(C*)"f/2- + Ch2 E cIy2 + Cljellj W(B3)h L d 

(3.29) j=-3 j=-3 

+ Ch , df2llellL1(Q3). 
J 

j=-3 

As already remarked, the constants C occurring may be taken independent of 
C* provided that constant is large enough. Since now 

J. C 
heZ dJ <(C)e e = 1 2, 

j=-3 C) 

and 

h 
2 

df2llellL1(n3)= j ( )dymllellLlj < max (d-)3I CI 
j=-3 j=-3 jJ 

we have from (3.29) that 

I < C(C*)NI2 + 2 + - iieiijyi3 + 

Hence, for C* large enough, 

I < C(C*)N/2l1 + C l|ell C* Wlie W(B3)' 
Recalling now (3.20), i.e., ie1W,1 W(B3) < C(C*) + CI, we obtain the lemma by 

choosing, if needed, C* even larger. 0 

In our next result we do not assume that the form A is necessarily coercive 
over W21 (B3). 

0 

Lemma 3.2. Assume that Wh E Sh satisfies A(wh, X) = (f, X) for X E Sh(B3) 
Then 

jlWhII JW(B1) < CIIWhIIWq S(B3) + ClifIIL.(B3) 

Remark 3.2. This result is not optimal with respect to the norm of f involved, 
but it suffices for our present purposes. A better result is obtained by taking 
u -0 in Theorem 1.2. 0 

Proof of Lemma 3.2. Let k be such that the bilinear form 

(3.30) Ak(v, w) = A(v, w) + k(v, w) 
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is coercive over w1 (B3). We note that this can be accomplished with k 
bounded in terms of cell and quantities involving the coefficients and their 
derivatives. We shall also let 3 = xO be such that, for x0 E B1, 

DjX(xo) =(DjX, 3), all X ES. 

By Assumption A.5, 3 can be taken to satisfy the hypotheses of Lemma 3.1. 
We let v and Vh be as in Lemma 3.1 (see (3.10), (3.1 1)), but now based on the 
operator Lk = L* + kI, which thus satisfies the coercivity hypothesis of that 
lemma. 

We shall need to cut down Wh to have compact support in B3 . Our purpose 
is to estimate DjWh(Xo), for x0 E B1. Using Lemma 2.3 (with D1 = 0, 

D2 = B14 and D3 = B.5), we have 7h E Sh(BI.5) with h- Wh in B14 such 
that 

(3. 31 ) 1 h II W21 (B1 5) < Cl Wh II W21 (B1 5) 
and 

(3.32) II 1hIIL.(B1.5) < CjjwIh L. (Bl.5). 

We then obtain, for x0 E B1, 

DjWh(Xo) = Djnh (XO) = (Dijk, 37 ) 

(3.33) = -(h,, DA) = Ak(hlh, v) 
= Ak(h1h, Vh) = A(?h, Vh) + k(17, Vh)- 

Let now Xh E Sh(BI4) (recall that 1h = Wh on B14) with Xh Vh in B1.3 
such that 

(3.34) IlVh -XhIIW'21(B15\B1 3) < CIIVhIIWl2(B1.5\B1.2) 

and 

(3.35) IXh IIL1(B1.5) < CIIVh IL1 (B1 5) 

Again, such a Xh is found from Lemma 2.3. From (3.33) we then have, using 

our basic assumption about Wh (i.e., that A(Wh, X) = (f, X) for X E Sh(B3 
and the fact that '1h = Wh on the support of Xh, 

(3.36) D1Wh(XO) = A('1h, Vh - Xh) + k('h, Vh) + (f, Xh)- 

Here, by (3.31) and (3.34), 

(3.37) IA('h1, Vh - Xh) < CljWh II W2'(B1.5) jjVh II W21(B.5\B1.2) 

By Lemma 2.6 (with a nonessential change of domains) we have, since now 
trivially KF < C ttf ItIL. (B3), 

(3.38) liWhItW2W'(BI5) < CttWh jjW S(B3) + ClifttL,O(B3). 

Further, since A(X, Vh) = 0 for X e Sh(B2\Bl 1), again from Lemma 2.6 (now 
with F _ 0), we obtain 

(3.39) IlVkhIIw2'(B15\Bs.2) < CIIVhIIW,(B3\B,.,)- 
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Using Lemma 2.1 and Lemma 3.1, we conclude that 

(3.40) liVhilWI(B3\Bl.l) < IIVIIWII(BB3\I1) + ClIV - Vhiiwl I(B3) < C. 

Hence, from (3.37)-(3.40), 

(3.41) iA(1h, Vh - Xh)i < Cilwh II w-s(B3) + Clif IIL.(B3). 

Further, again using Lemmas 2.1 and 3.1, and (3.35), 

l(f, Xh)I < IIfIIL.O(B3)IIXhIILl(Bj.4) 
< CiifiIL.O(B3)i1VhiILi(B3) 

(3.42) 
< CIifL.(B3)(l + IIVIILi(B3)) 

< CIIfIL.o(B3)- 

From (3.36), (3.41) and (3.42) we now have 

(3.43) iDjWh(Xo)i < CiiWhiiW-s(B3) + CiifiiL,o(B3) + ik(thm, Vh)i. 

It remains to estimate the last term in (3.43), ik(lh, Vh)i. We note that if 
the basic form A had been (uniformly) coercive, we could have taken k = 0. 
Recalling that k may be bounded in terms of cell and the coefficients of A, 
we have from (3.32) and Lemma 3.1 (since IIVIIL,(B3) < C) that 

(3.44) lk(Ilh, Vh)1 < CIIWhIIL.(B,5)IIVhIL.(B3) < C||Wh||L.(B,.5)- 

It is, thus, a "lower-order" term. A technique for treating a similar situation 
was given in Appendix 1 of [10]. We shall not repeat the full arguments here 
but merely apply a result from that appendix. Let thus Lyg = f in B3, with 
now e satisfying homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions. (Shrinking our 
domains, if necessary, we may assume that this problem has a solution.) Then 

A(-wh, X) =O for X ESh(B3). 

Lemma A. 1 in [10] now applies exactly to this situation and says that 

1ii - WhiiL,(B.5) < C(0yij1 W' (B3) + 11 -Whiiw-s(B3)) 

Hence, 
iiWhiiLoo(B,5) ? CItIVIIiW' (B3) + CiiWhilw-s(B3) 

Since, as is easily seen, Ii I i/ w' (B3) < CII f II L. (B3) , we thus have from (3.44) that 

ik(eh, Wh)i < CiiWhiL.(B.5) < CIIjjL.(B3) + CiiWhilw-s(B3). 

Together with (3.43) this completes the proof of the lemma. o 

We now come to our final lemma in this subsection. 

Lemma 3.3. Assume that the form A is coercive over W21 (B3) and let w E 
Fj'O(B3). Let w and Wh E Sh(B3) satisfy A(w - Wh ,X) = F(wx) for X E 

Sh(B3). Then 

||W - WhitW' (82) < Cttwttwl (B3) + C(In l!h)tiIFttII B 
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Proof. With xo E Th C B2 and ( the delta function for the ith first derivative, 
see (A.5), we have 

(3.45) Diwh(xo) = (Diwh, 3) = (Diw, 3) + (w - wh, Dij). 

With v and Vh as in (3.10), (3.11) we then have 

(3.46) (w -wh, Dji) =A(w-wh, v) = A(w-Wh, v -vh) + F(ovh) 
= A(w, v - vh) + F(wvh) I1 + I2- 

Here, by Lemma 3.1, 

(3.47) |III I<~ CIIWIIW.I(B,)IIV VhIIWII(B3):5 CIIWIIW.I(B3)- 

0 

Further, since wvh E WI (B3), 

I I2| < |||F|||ll- oo ,B3 11 l)Vh I IWl (B3) 

(3.48) < C|||F|I|-l , B3(tlv - VhI lwll (B3) + 11VIIWi (B3)) 

< CIIIFIII- ,oo,B3(l + IIVIIWI (B3)) 

where we used Lemma 3.1 in the last step. 
By Lemma 2.2, with 1 < q < 2, and (3.9), 

_____hN(I) <c 
ItVIIw11(B3) < CIIVIIW(B3) < 1 L q 1 - (ln 1/h), 

if we choose q = 1 + 1/(ln 1/h). Hence from (3.48) 

(3.49) II21 < C(ln 1/h)IIIFII_l,oo,B3. 

From (3.46), (3.47) and (3.49) it follows that 

l(w - Wh, Dj5)I < CllwlWIwI (B3) + C(ln 1/h)II1FII4 | ,o, _ B3. 

Since also ll4L, < C the desired result now follows from (3.45). 0 

We are now set to prove Theorem 1.2, or, in light of our preliminary reduc- 

tions, the estimate (3.1). Recall that A(u - Uh, X) = F(x) for X E Sh(B3) Let 
w E F(B3) be such that co-1 on B2 . Then with i = cou, 

(3.50) A(ii - Uh, X) = F(wx) for X ESc(B2)- 

Let k be such that Ak(v , w) = A(v, w) + k(v , w) is coercive over W21(B3). 
Note again that k may be assumed bounded in terms of cell and the coefficients 
of A. Define then (ii)h E Sh(B3) by 

(3.51) Ak(ii-(ii)h, X) = F(cwX) for X E Sh(B3). 

Hence, from Lemma 3.3, 

(3 - (4)hIlw wB2) 
? C11i|Ilw(B3) + C(ln 1/h)IIIFIII| 0O,B3 
< CIIUIIW I(B3) + C(ln 1/h)IJIFI11-1, o,B3- 
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0 

We now have for X e Sh(B2) 

F(wX%) = A(ii - Uh, X) = A(ii - (i)h, X) + A((ii)h - Uh, X) 
= Ak(ii - (ii)h, )-k(ii - (ii)h, X) + A((ii)h - Uh, ) 

i.e., by (3.51), 

A((ii)h-Uh, X) =k(i--(ii)h, X) for X e Sh(B2). 

Thus, from Lemma 3.2 (after an inconsequential change of the domains in- 
volved) we have, using the triangle inequality, the fact that co 1 on B2, and 
(3.52), 

||(ii)h -Uh II W (B,) ? ClI(ii)h - UhIlW-s`(B2) + Cllii (U)hIIL(B2) 

(353) = Cl((ii)h -i) + (u - Uh)tw- (B2) + Ci - (i)h11L.,(B2) 

<cIIii - (ii)hLj.(B2) + CIIU - UhIw- s(B2) 

< CIIUIIW I(B3) + C(ln 1/h)IIIFIII_. | ,oo,B3 + CI|eI |W-S(B2). 

Hence, by (3.52) and (3.53), 

U - UhtI WI (B,) < liii - (Abhtl WI (B,) + II(ii)h -Uh II WI (B,) 

K Cjlujjw, (B3) + C(ln l/h)IJIF111|_ ,OO,B3 + Cllelw- S(B3) 

which is the desired estimate (3.1). 
This completes the proof of Theorem 1.2. 0 

3.B. Proof of Theorem 1.1. As in the previous subsection (cf. (3.1)-(3.8)) it 
suffices to show, taking d = 1 , that 

(3.54) IeIIL,0(B,) < C(In l/h)'IIUIIL.(B3) + CIIetIW-s(B3) 

+ Ch(ln I/h)rjjjFj | , oo, B3 + C(ln I/h)t|jFIII-2,oo,B3. 
Following the last part of ?3.A, we let O E W'0(B3) with wo _ 1 on B2, 

= oU, and we let (a)h be defined by (3.51). As in (the first parts of) (3.53) 
we then have 

(3.55) t1(u)h - UhttLO(B,) < 11(i)h - UhttW, (B,) 

_< Ci || - ()h||LO(B2) + Ci eli Wq-s(B2). 

It thus remains to estimate jju - (u)hIL.(B2), which we recall satisfies (3.51), 

Ak( -(a),, X) = F(woX) for X E Sh(B3). 
In ?3.A we relied on Lemma 3.3 for this. Below we shall describe how a suitably 
modified version of Lemma 3.3 ((3.62) below) follows from the results above 
and those of [10]. With 3 now such that 

X(Xo) = (X,c5) for X e Sh(B3), xo E B2, 
we have with W = U, Wh =(u), 

(3.56) Wh(XO) = (Wh, 5) = (W,) + (Wh-W, - ). 

By A.5 we may again assume that 3 is supported in the element To (xo E Th) 
and satisfies the estimate (3.9). 
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Here, by (3.9), 

(3.57) |(w, ) < CIIWIL.O(B3)11(5 IILI(Th) < CIIUJJLOO(B3)' 

We now let v be defined by LZv = 3 in B3, with homogeneous conormal 
Neumann conditions in 9B3 . Similarly, Vh e Sh(B3) is given by Ak(x, V - Vh) 
=0,for XESh(B3). Then 

(W - Wh, 3) = Ak(w - Wh, v) = Ak(W - Wh, V - Vh) + Ak(W - Wh, Vh) 

(3.58) = Ak(W, V - Vh) + F(wvh) 

= Ak(wO, V - Vh) + F(w(vh - v)) + F(cwv). 

We now further assume, as we may, that wo is supported in B2.5. Then so 
is w = cou. In Ak(w, v - Vh) we then integrate by parts over each element rh 
meeting B2.5 to obtain 

Ak(W, V-vh)= (jwL* (v vh)dx + jw (v9vh)dG) 
Ti nB2.5 $6 0 T 

With Ii1 lW2,h (B26) the piecewise Wj2 norm over elements meeting B2.6 we then 
have, using the trace inequality A.0 (cf. [10, page 430]), 

lAk(W, V - Vh)I < CIIWIIL(B2.6)Q, 

where Q = h-'lv - VhlIWI'(B2.6) + IIV - VhllW2h (B26) . Now [10, Lemma 5.31 says 

exactly that Q < C(ln 1 /h)r and hence, recalling that w = cou, 

(3.59) !Ak(W, V - Vh)l < C(ln l/h)lIIUIIL(B3). 

Furthermore, again from [10, Lemma 5.3, (5.9)], 

(3.60) IF(1(Vh - V) ? C00lFllI-.,o,B3llVh - VlW.I(B2.s) 
(3.60) ~~~~~< Ch(ln l1h)FIIIFIII-_,oo ,B3. 

For the last term in (3.58), we have 

jF(wov)j < CIIIFII.-2,oo,B311VIIW,2(B3) 

and, using Lemma 2.2, with q = 1 + l/(ln l/h), and (3.9), 

IIVIIw2(3) ? CIIVIIw2(B3) < _ 0) < 1 
c 

h-N(1l/q) < C(ln 1/h). 

Thus, 

(3.61) If(lam)l < C(ln l1h)|||F|||_2,oo,B3 

From (3.58)-(3.61) we now have that 

I(w - Wh, '5)1 < C(ln l/h)r |UIILOO(B3) + Ch(ln l/h)rIllFIIL_-,oo.B3 
+ C(ln l/h)IIIFIII.2,,B3. 

Combining this with (3.57) in (3.56), we obtain 

(3.62) - 
(U)h L. (B2) < C(ln l/h)|IIUIIL.(B3) + Ch(ln l/h)||IIIFIIL|j1 .0C,B3 

+ C(ln l/h)lllFlll.2,oo,B3. 
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(Apart from minor changes in notation, this is the counterpart of Lemma 3.3 
referred to above.) 

Combining next (3.62) with (3.55) yields the desired estimate (3.54). 
This completes the proof of Theorem 1.1. 0 

4. GLOBAL ESTIMATES 

Let 2 be a fixed bounded domain in RN with 60 sufficiently smooth, 
and let A (for simplicity) bie coercive on W21 (s). Here we shall give global 
estimates for the Neumann problem with homogeneous boundary conditions. 
Let thus u be a given function on 0 and Uh E Sh = Sh(?2) satisfy 

(4.1) A(u-uh, X) = F(x) for X E Sh, 

where F is a linear functional on WI (0). 
For our global estimates we shall need some modifications of the assumptions 

used for our local estimates. In particular, we need assumptions pertaining to 
those elements which are near or at the boundary. In this regard we shall 
assume that 0 is partitioned into disjoint elements Th which are globally 
quasi-uniform of size h. For simplicity we assume that the elements which 
meet O9 are curved to fit O90 exactly (an assumption which is not unrealistic 
in a Neumann problem if one disregards numerical integration). Regarding the 
assumptions A.O-A.5 we assume the following: A.O, A.4 and A.5 hold without 
changes. As for A. I and A.2, we assume that they hold for all domains GI C 
(!2 C arising as the intersections of .r with two concentric balls B1 and 
B2, dist(Bl, Ra2) > coh; Gi = Bi n 0, i = 1, 2. Of course, statements 

0 

such as functions "being in Sh (G)" are now suitably modified if we are at the 
boundary. For A.3 we assume (with the same notation as above) that it holds 

with co E F'?(B1) and i with support in G2. 

Theorem 4.1. Under the above conditions there exists a constant C independent 
of u, Uh and h such that for u - Uh as in (4.1), 

(4.2) llu-U lv 9<(mSinR liu - Xl w (S) + (lnll/h) l llF l l l-_ ,O?S 

Here, 
111F Il-1,oo,0= sup IF(q)1. 

lgllw11(2)=l 

Remark 4. 1. In the case of F = 0, Theorem 4.1 represents an extension of the 
global two-dimensional results given in [9] to any number of space dimensions. 

Remark 4.2. The obvious analogue of Remark 1.1 applies. 

Proof of Theorem 4.1. We shall give the essential modifications necessary in 
?3.A. No preliminary scaling arguments need to be performed. We first observe 
that the principal Lemma 3.1 now holds with _ replacing B3 and, more im- 
portantly, with 3 in (3.9) supported in any basic element To E 2. The reason 
for this is that with our present modified assumptions, the modification in (2.5) 
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when we are close to the boundary, is not needed; cf. Remark 2.1. It is now 
easy to trace through the proof of Lemma 3.1 to see that 

IV -VhJW|1(0) < C, 

where v and Vh areasin(3.9)-(3.11),with ToE . 

Since we are now in a global setting, Lemma 3.2 will not be needed. Instead, 
we go directly at (4.2) following the proof of Lemma 3.3. (Again, the concluding 
arguments for the local case are now superfluous.) In fact, the cutoff function co 
there is now not involved and any Th E 0 is allowed. The proof now consists 
of reading through the proof of Lemma 3.3 with the appropriate minor (and 
simplifying) modifications. 0 

One may similarly derive maximum-norm estimates for function values for 
the Neumann problem in (4.1); in the case F = 0 and the harder case of the 
Dirichlet problem, this was done in [1 1]. 

5. APPLICATION TO NUMERICAL INTEGRATION 

In this section we shall apply Theorem 1.2 to derive interior estimates in 
W., taking into account the presence of numerical integration. For simplicity, 
let Q2 be a domain of unit size and let u satisfy 

(5.1) A(u, X) = (f, X) for all X E W'(Ql). 
We shall assume that our approximate solution Uh E Shp(Q) satisfies 

(5.2) Ah(Uh, X) = (f, X)h for all X eS 
Here, Ah(, *) is an approximation to the bilinear form A(., *) and (., *)h an 
approximation to the L2-inner product (, *). Note that e = U - Uh satisfies 

(5.3) A(e, X) = (Ah - A)(Uh, X) + (f, X) - (f, X)h for X E S 
We shall next state some assumptions on Ah(., .), (', *)h and the subspaces 

(in addition to those of the Appendix). We shall discuss the first two of these 
assumptions at the end of the section. Assume then that 

l (A - Ah) (P 4X, )l < Chr- Jj 4X llWr- ' h(nQ) JjX llW,l (n ) 
(5.4) (A-A)q0) 

for o E Sh(p,), X E Sh(Q1), 
and that for f smooth enough, 

(5.5) l(f ) - (f, X)hl < C(f)hr lIW1(Q ) for X E sh(Qi) 

Furthermore suppose that, given v, there exists Xv E Shp(i) such that the 
following (rather weak) estimates hold: 

(5.6) llv - XvIIw,(Qi) < Chr-2IIVIIW|r (Q +Ch) 

and 

(5.7) 1xv1W-I,I-lh(al) < Cl1v1IW;,(n1+Ch). 
Finally, it will be assumed that the inverse property A.2 (see the Appendix) 
holds over the wider range 
(5.8) 0 < t < s < r- 1. 
As an application of Theorem 1.2 we then have 
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Corollary 5.1. Let u and Uh satisfy (5.1) and (5.2) in Qi. Suppose that the 
general conditions of the Appendix hold and, in addition, (5.4)-(5.8). Then for 
QO cc Qi, 

(5.9) Ilellw, (a,) < C[hr-l(ln 1/h)(hjul1wr (a,) + 1) + llellW-s(nj)]. 
Proof. We shall need to introduce a few subdomains contained between DO 
and Q1 . Abusing notation, we shall call them all Q1 although they may be 
different at each occurrence. 

Applying Theorem 1.2 to (5.3) and using (5.4), (5.5) and Remark 1.1 (and 
approximation theory), we get 

(5.10) CIeIew (lw) ? Chr-lI w(L, ) + CIIehIW-s(Q1) 
+ C(ln I /h)hr I 

(IUh|I*,-(1 ) + C(f))* 

Choosing X as an approximation to u satisfying (5.6) and (5.7) and then using 
inverse estimates, we have 

h1Uh IWr WIh(Q,) < jIUh - XIIWr- ,h(n) + 1I1XIWr-I,h(n1) 
< Ch2-r IuUh- X1 1W(QI) + ChIuhIWr (QI) 

< Ch2-rilellwIw(nI) + CullUIwr(Q). 

Thus, from (5.10), 

leIwi, (Q0) < Chr- (In l/h)(l + h1uh W1(1I))+CIwehIw-S(Qi)+Ch(ln l/ChIn h)hIeIIw,) 

Repeating the argument M times, using that h In 1 /h < I, we find that 

WlehIwL (00) < Chr-'(ln l/h)(l + llullwI (Q,)) + CllellwI-s(Q) 

+ (Ch In l/h)MI|UhIwr Xh(), 

whereupon an application of an inverse estimate leads to 

Ilellw (Q0) < Chr-,(ln l/h)(l + llIIwI (a,)) + Cllellw-S(01) 

+ (Ch In I1h)mh((r 1) s N1q 
lUhlw-S(n,). 

Writing IUh 
w -s(a, 

) < eell w-S((a,) 
+ ||U| 

h-s(a.) 
and taking M large enough, we 

have our desired estimate (5.9). 0 

We conclude this section with some comments about the two major assump- 
tions (5.4)-(5.5). For (5.4), let us consider only Lagrangian elements on sim- 
plices and the highest-order terms in A. Then with p = l E Hr-2 (the Ox1 

polynomials of total degree < r - 2), q =x E HIr-2 consider fJ aij(x)pqdx 
over a simplex T. Let gk, k = 1, ..., K, be quadrature points and (0k T 

corresponding weights so that the error over a simplex is 

K 

E = ET(aijpq) = ]aijpqdx - E k,T(aijPq)(cOk). 
k=1 
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Assume that the method is exact on I2r-4, i.e., E(W) = 0 for V' E `2r-4. By 
the Bramble-Hilbert lemma one then has 

IEI < ChN+(2r-3) ||aijpq11W2,-3(,) 

< (i)N+(2r-3) lpIIP |W-()|q| r2T 

< C(aij)h'Wl-p2W-2() r)llqllWr-2(L) < C(aij)hr IIPW- 11 w-(,r) hi III IT q ( 

where the last step used inverse inequalities. With the lower-order terms of A 
treated similarly, clearly (5.4) would follow. 

We also remark that the case of tensor-product elements is somewhat trickier, 
unless one uses a quadrature method of sufficiently high accuracy. If not, one 
has to employ a sharp form of the Bramble-Hilbert lemma (only those deriva- 
tives are involved which annihilate the finite elements under consideration). A 
template for a verification of (5.4) can be found in the stepwise procedure in 
the proof of Ciarlet [4, Theorem 28.2]; we forego the details. 

The estimate (5.5) is similar, for f smooth enough, cf. [4, Theorem 28.3] 
for ideas for sharper estimates. 

Let us also note that (5.4) and (5.5) are rather trivially satisfied if the coef- 
ficients aij, aj and a, and the function f, are replaced by suitable "inter- 
polants" and then the resulting integrals done exactly by a suitable quadrature 
rule. 

APPENDIX 

Here we shall state the basic assumptions, A.0-A.5, on the finite element 
subspaces which are used in proving Theorems 1.1 and 1.2. Let Q, Q cc 
. C RN, be fixed throughout this discussion. We remark that A.0-A.4 are 
essentially as in [10]. (Of course, the very minor changes done do not change 
the results of [10].) 

We shall make use of spaces defined relative to partitions of Q. Let 0 < h < 
1/2 be a parameter, and for each h let Tz , 0 < i < I(h), be a finite number of 
disjoint open sets such that 2 C U (h . The sets Ti nf Q induce a partition of 
Q, and relative to each such partition, we define Wq h(_?) (Cs h(K)) as the 
space consisting of those functions which belong to Wqs(Tf n Q) (CS (Tnh 2)), 
0 < i < I(h). We introduce the seminorms 

1(h) l/q 
{v l w. h(fi) {(Zl E Tzq hnr) for 1 < q < oc, 

max I V I W,; (Tzhnn) for q = o, i=O'.1.,(h) 

and the corresponding norms 11 i IlWs,h(n). Note that if v E Wqs(Q), then 

lV IIW s.h(Q) = llVlii ) i 

For each 0 < h < 1/2, Sh(j2) will denote a finite-dimensional subspace 
of Wl (Q) n C2,h((). Our first assumption relates to the geometry of the 
partitioning sets Th . We shall assume that a certain trace inequality holds on 
each of the Ti . 
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A.O. Trace. There exists a constant C such that, for 0 < h < 1/2, and any 
f E W12(Ti^) i = O,.. I(h), 

IVf Ida < C{ Ifl WlI (Th) + IfIl W2((T)}. 

We remark that the assumption A.O is satisfied for a large class of partitions 
of Q. For example, it holds if the Ti are taken to be N-simplices or N- 
dimensional parallelepipeds of diameter cih, ci < C, provided the ratio of the 
diameter and the radius of the largest inscribed sphere is uniformly bounded. 
Briefly, to verify A.O in these cases one maps each of the Ti onto a standard 
domain. The inequality can then be proven, with h = 1, using integration by 
parts. The desired inequality is then obtained by mapping back to Th . 

For G C Q, Sh(G) is defined as the restriction of Sh(2) to G, and 

Sh(G) = {X I X E Sh(G), supp X cc G}. 

Let r > 2 be a given integer. We shall assume that there exist positive constants 
Ci, C2, C3, C4, ko, y, and 0 < ho < 1/2 such that the spaces Sh(2) satisfy 
the following conditions A. 1-A.4 for 0 < h < ho. 

A.1. Approximation. Let G cc Q with dist(G, aOi) > koh. Then for each 
v there exists a X E Sh(G) such that for GI cc G2 c G with dist(GI, aG2) > 
koh, 

(A. 1) lIv - Xiiwqt.h(G1) ? ClhtiiViiHt(G2) 
for 0<t <s < < r l< q<x, t =O 1, I~2. 

Furthermore, if supp v C GI, then X E Sh(G2). 

Remark A. 1. The approximation hypothesis above contains a full norm of v 
on the right of (A. 1) rather than a seminorm. It is thus satisfied for example by 
certain curved isoparametric elements, cf. [4, (37.27) and discussion, p. 246, 
7- et seq.]. Ol 

A.2. Inverse properties. Let p > -1 be an integer and G1 cc G2 with 
dist(G1, aG2) > koh . Then for X E Sh(G2), 

IIXIIW2I(GI) < C2h-(P1 IIXIIW2-P(G2) 

and 

iiXi|Ws h(GI) 
< C2ht-s-N(11q, l/q) lXWl,h(G2) for O < t <s < 2, 1 < ql < q < o. 

A.3. Superapproximation. Let GI cc G2 with dist(GI, aG2) > koh, and let 
0 0 

O E C??(G1) . Then for each X E Sh(G2) there exists an t E Sh(G2) satisfying 

iiwx /- 1iWSi(G2) < C3hII;oIIWY(Gl)iiXiiW2s(Gl), 1 < q < 1, s = O, 1, 

and 
11e11ILq(G2) < CiiXiiLq(G2) for 1 < q < x. 

Furthermore, let G-1 cc Go cc GI cc G2 with dist(G-1, aGo) > koh and 
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dist(Go, 0G1) > koh. Then, if cc=)1 on G1, we have Qi= X on Go and 

11X - 11 Wjs(G2) ? C3hiII 11wy (G2) lix 11W2(G2\G_)- 

Remark A.2. The superapproximation hypothesis above has been discussed in 
[8] and [10] and, as seen there, is valid for many finite element spaces met in 
practice. Here we wish to emphasize that, for tensor-product elements, its verifi- 
cation often depends on a sharp form of the Bramble-Hilbert lemma (involving 
only derivatives which annihilate the finite elements under consideration), cf. 
also Bramble, Nitsche and Schatz [1, Appendix]. Isoparametric cases are, of 
course, handled by mapping to a reference element. In particular, A.3 is satis- 
fied for the 4-node (isoparametric) quadrilateral, cf. [4, (37.33)]. O 

We shall further make the assumption that if a sphere or radius d in Q is 
transformed by similarity to a sphere of unit size, then the transformed finite 
element space satisfies A. 1, A.2, and A.3 with h replaced by h/d and with the 
constants occurring the same as before. 

A.4. Scaling. Let Bd cc Q be a sphere of radius d > C4h with center 
at xo. The linear transformation y -(x - xo)/d takes Bd into a sphere B 
and Sh(Bd) into a new function space S(B). Then S(B) satisfies A.1, A.2, 
and A.3 with h replaced by hId. Furthermore, the constants occurring in A. 1, 
A.2, and A.3 remain unchanged, in particular, independent of d. 

Our final basic assumption is concerned with the existence of regularized 
delta functions, cf. [91. 

A.5. There exists a constant C5 such that the following holds. 
(i) For any xo E Q with xo E Th there exists a function ~o E F with 

support in Th such that 

X(Xo) jX3o for all X E Sh, 
Th 

and 

(A.2) IIOIILq < C5h N(1q), IIJOIILq < C5hN(1q1 for I < q < o. 

(ii) Similarly, for j = 1, ... , n, there exists 3i j such that 

0X (xo) j 
| aXj 1 j 

h 

and (A.2) holds. 
To verify A. 5, say, in the second form, for a typical finite element space, it 

suffices to consider a reference element ? with h = 1; the general case then 
follows by mapping and scaling. Let c be a fixed nonnegative Cl-function 
with compact support in ? and f O = 1, and let (v, w) = fvwcodx be 
the corresponding weighted inner product. Let r1, ... , iD be an orthonormal 
basis for the finite-dimensional space t, k with respect to the weighted inner 
product above. Then 

D 

k,j (X) = r E i (Xo) 7ti (X)@0)(X) 

i=} 

is the desired function. 
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